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Abstract: By relaxing the common assumption of purely self-interested preferences in contests, we study contests in which 

players care not only about their own material payoffs but also about other players’ payoffs, a scenario we term “interdependent 

preferences.” In addition, we identify three possible types of heterogeneity among players in contests. First, players may have 

asymmetric preferences toward each other. Second, players may have various abilities to convert expenditures to productive 

efforts. Third, players may face various financial constraints. This paper presents a proof of the existence and uniqueness of a 

pure Nash equilibrium in asymmetric contests with interdependent preferences. 
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1. Introduction 

A contest is a strategic game in which players put in 

serious efforts to increase their probability of winning a 

given prize. Since the pioneering work of [32] and [14], a 

large and growing body of literature has emerged that 

examines the theory and application of contests.
1
 One of the 

most important questions is the existence and uniqueness of a 

pure Nash equilibrium: if the equilibrium is unique, then a 

self-constrained theory exists that can predict the contest’s 

outcome. Moreover, uniqueness is crucial for comparative 

statics analysis, which allows one to obtain qualitative results. 

The existence of such a unique equilibrium has been 

extensively studied under the assumption of pure 

self-interest; see e.g., [25], [30], [13], and [36].  

However, in some cases, players (contestants) may care 

not about their own material payoffs but also about the other 

players’ payoff. We call them interdependent preferences. For 

instance, evaluations of management activities are often 

based on relative as well as absolute performances. 

Furthermore, outperforming managers often obtain good 

positions through the management job market. Thus, firms’ 

                                                             
1
 See the excellent survey by [12]. In addition, as was pointed out in [30], 

noncooperative contests are formally equivalent to Cournot oligopolies with 

isoelastic (hyperbolic) price functions. Accordingly, results on the contests have 

also some bearing on the field of industrial organization. 

managers have negatively interdependent preferences.
2
 In 

U.S. sports leagues, such as Major League Baseball and the 

National Football League, some teams enjoy certain mutual 

revenue sharing arrangements. Under revenue sharing in 

sporting contests, money obtained by one team is partially 

redistributed to other teams.
3
 Given the peculiarities of 

sporting contests, each team’s objective function includes its 

competitor’s payoff. Under these conditions, a team would 

certainly also care about the other teams’ payoff ([19]). Apart 

from these practical situations, many laboratory 

(experimental) works have identified spiteful as well as 

altruistic behavior ([7]; [5]; [8]). Both behaviors are closely 

related to players’ objective functions based on relative 

performance. 

Two theoretical contributions concerning the theory of 

contests with interdependent preferences are [16] and [26]. 

They analyze rent-seeking contests with a semi-symmetric 

case, in which some players are absolute payoff maximizers 

while others are also concerned about their relative standing. 

As a result, those players with negatively interdependent 

preferences experience a strategic advantage in � -player 

                                                             
2
 This framework was originally proposed by [33] and [15] in the context of an 

oligopoly. There is an increasing body of literature on strategic delegation in 

contests ( e.g. [3]; [21]; [22]). 
3
 The main objective of revenue sharing is guaranteeing a reasonable competitive 

balance in a league. See the excellent survey by [31]. 
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contests. Another contribution to this field of research is [27], 

which examines the effect of preferences that are not purely 

self-interested (altruism or envy) on equilibrium rent-seeking 

efforts and net payoffs in a two-player contest. In these 

studies, players are assumed to have identical abilities and a 

budget large enough such that the budget constraints are not 

binding at all. In addition, they analyze asymmetric contests 

with heterogeneity of preferences about other players’ 

payoffs. However, the authors assume either semi-symmetric 

cases or two players.  

In this paper, we introduce three types of heterogeneity 

among players into �-player contests with interdependent 

preferences. First, each player may have a different 

preference regarding its competitors’ payoffs (e.g., [20]). 

Second, each player may have a different ability to convert 

expenditures to productive efforts (e.g., [2]). Third, players 

may face different financial constraints (e.g., [9]). Following 

the same steps as in [13] and [18], we prove that there exists 

a unique asymmetric pure Nash equilibrium in a contest with 

these three types of heterogeneity among players.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

explains the basic model and the assumptions. In Section 3, 

we prove the existence of a unique pure Nash equilibrium. 

Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.  

2. The Model  

Let � be the number of players in a contest. Denote � > 0 

as the common prize value. 4  Players are assumed to be 

risk-neutral. If �� is player �’s expenditure in the contest, 

then the probability of winning the prize is given as  

�� = 
�(�)∑ 
����� (�),                  (1) 

where ��(⋅) is an increasing function for all �.5 [30] called ��(⋅) player �’s production function for lotteries. We assume 

that each player has finite wealth ���, which is the budget 

constraint on what player � can spend on contests: �� ≤ ���. 
Then, we adopt the following assumption, which is in line 

with most existing researches. 

Assumption 1. For all � , the function ��  satisfies the 

following conditions: ��  is twice differentiable, ��(0) = 0 , and ���(��) >0, ����(��) ≤ 0 for all �� ∈ [0, ���]. 
Note that the players’ production functions and budgets do 

not necessarily have to be identical. A particularly 

well-studied form of �� is ��(��) = �����, where  > 0 and �� > 0 . This asymmetric form was given an axiomatic 

foundation by [10] by following an earlier axiomatization 

given by [28] in a symmetric form. 

For simplicity, the variables are reordered by setting !� = ��(��) for each �. Accordingly, the function ��(⋅) may 

be considered as transforming individual expenditure �� into 

                                                             
4
 Each player may have a different valuation for the prize (e.g., [17]). However, it 

is left to future research to investigate this more general case. 
5
 Another interpretation of �� is that each player � receives a fraction 


�(�)∑ 
����� (�) 
of the contested prize. 

effective effort !� . We will henceforth refer to ��  as 

expenditure, and !�  as effort, of player �, respectively. Since ��  is monotonic, it has a well-defined inverse function, "�(!�) = ��#$(!�). Let �� = ��(���) be player �’s maximum 

effort due to his or her budget constraint. Then, Assumption 1 

(A.1 in what follows) implies that "�(0) = 0, and	"��(!�) > 0, "���(!�) ≥ 0		for	all	!� ∈ [0, ��].  (2) 

Function "�(!�) describes the total cost to player � for 

generating level !�  of effort.  

Then, the (expected) material payoff of player � can be 

described by  /�(!� , 0#�) = ��� − �� = 2�2�345� � − "�(!�),     (3) 

where 0#� = ∑ !6768� . If all !� = 0, then /� is defined to be 

zero.6 As in [27], we introduce interdependent preferences in 

the model by representing each player’s objective function as  

9�(!� , 0#�) = /� − :� $7∑ /676;$ ,          (4) 

where :� represents the weight that player � gives for the 

average payoff of all players when player � takes its own 

decisions.7 We can interpret :�  as a parameter indicating 

player �’s degree of altruism (:� < 0) or envy (:� > 0).8 

Since these types of preferences depend not only on the 

absolute material payoff, but also on the relative material 

payoff, we call them utility, which represents the players’ 

interdependent preferences. 

In the following discussion, we adopt the next assumption.  

Assumption 2. :� < �, � = 1,⋯ , �.  

A.2, together with A.1, ensures that a player’s utility is a 

strictly concave function of her own efforts.  

We can therefore rewrite the utility of player � as  9�(!� , 0#�) =2�2�345� � − ?�"�(!�) − (1 − ?�)(� − ∑ "6768� (!6)),      (5) 

where  

?� = 1 − :�� . 
From A.2, we have ?� > 0 . Player �  is assumed to 

maximize (5) with respect to !�  subject to !� ∈ [0, ��]. Our 

analysis of contests is formulated as a simultaneous-move 

game and the solution concept we use throughout paper is 

that of a pure Nash equilibrium.  

3. Existence Analysis 

We can now calculate the best response of player �. Assume 

first that 0#� = 0 , so that the other players do not spend  

positive amounts of resources on contest activities. Then  

                                                             
6
 Assuming /�  to be (1/�)�  instead of zero does not affect the following 

analysis. 
7
 Excluding �’s payoff from the average will result in an equivalent measure. 

8
 Another interpretation of :� can be found in the review by [4, Sect.4.5] and [23]. 
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9�(!� , 0#�) = A0 if !� = 0,(� − "�(!�))?� if !� > 0.D 
In this case, player � has no best choice; however it is in 

her interest to select a positive value of !�  that is 

nevertheless as small as possible, i.e., player � ’s best 

response E�(0#�) does not exist for 0#� = 0. Therefore, no 

pure-strategy Nash equilibrium exists. Hence, it suffices to 

consider the case where 0#� > 0 for all �.  

If 0#� > 0 , so that the other players spend positive 

amounts of resources on contest activities, then  

FG�F2� = 45�(2�345�)H � − ?�"��(!�)          (6) 

and under assumptions A.1 and A.2, we have  

FHG�F2�H = − I45�(2�345�)J � − ?�"���(!�) < 0.       (7) 

Hence 9� is strictly concave in !� . The utility functions’ 

concavity implies that the best response functions can be 

obtained in the form  

E�(0#�) = KLM
LN0 if  O45� − ?�"��(0) ≤ 0,�� if  45�(P�345�)H � − ?�"��(��) ≥ 0,!�∗ otherwise,

D   (8) 

where !�∗ is the unique solution of the strictly monotonic 

equation  

45�(2�345�)H � − ?�"��(!�) = 0         (9) 

in the interval (0, ��). Note that because of our assumptions, 

the left-hand side of (9) strictly decreases and is continuous 

in !�, positive at !� = 0, and negative at !� = ��; therefore,  

a unique solution, E�(0#�) exists.  

We then can rewrite the best responses as functions of the 

aggregate effort of all players. Following [35], we call this 

function the inclusive reaction function of player �, which 

was proposed by [29] and others to study Cournot equilibria 

and other aggregative games. From (8) we have  

E��(0) = W0 if  O4 − ?�"��(0) ≤ 0,�� if  4#P�4H � − ?�"��(��) ≥ 0,!�∗∗ otherwise, D   (10) 

where !�∗∗ solves the following equation:  

4#2�4H � − ?�"��(!�) = 0            (11) 

in the interval (0, ��). Notice that in the third case of (10), 

the left-hand side is positive at !� = 0, negative at !� = �� , 
and strictly decreasing, since it has a negative derivative 

given by  XX!� {0 − !�0I � − ?�"��(!�)} = − �0I − ?�"���(!�) < 0, 

where the sign comes from assumptions A.1 and A.2. 

Therefore, a unique solution of equation (11) exists, which is 

a continuously differentiable function of 0 > 0  by the 

implicit function theorem. Then, consider the single-variable 

equation  ∑ E��7�;$ (0) − 0 = 0,             (12) 

which must hold at an equilibrium. The left-hand side, 

denoted by [(0) , has the following properties. It is 

continuous, since all E��(0) are continuous; [(0) ≥ 0 for 

sufficiently small values of 0, since E��(0) ≥ 0 for all �; 
and [(∑ ��7�;$ ) ≤ 0, since E��(0) ≤ �� . Therefore, at least 

one solution exists.  

To discuss the equilibrium’s uniqueness, we will examine 

the properties of player �’s share function \�(0) = E��(0)/0, 

which is proposed by [13]. Therefore, consider the following 

function:  

ℎ�(0, ^�) = O4 (1 − ^�) − ?�"��(^�0)       (13) 

with ^� = !�/0. The function ℎ� is the marginal utility of 

player � expressed in terms of aggregate effort and share. 

Notice that under assumptions A.1 and A.2  Xℎ�X0 = − �0I (1 − ^�) − ?�"���^� < 0, 
as ^� ≤ 1. Furthermore,  Xℎ�X^� = −�0 − ?�"���0 < 0. 

Hence, ℎ�(0, ^�) decreases in both variables, and this is 

obtained from player �’s inclusive reaction function (10) and 

equation (11) that we obtain  

\�(0) = _0 if ℎ�(0, 0) ≤ 0,��/0 if ℎ�(0, ��/0) ≥ 0,^�∗ otherwise, D      (14) 

where ^�∗ is the unique solution of equation  ℎ�(0, ^�) = 0             (15) 

in the interval (0, ��/0). Note that if the first case of (14) 

occurs, then by the monotonicity of ℎ�(0, ^�), neither case 2 

nor 3 of (14) can occur, and if either case 2 or 3 holds, then 

the first case must not occur. Hence, for a given value of 0 > 0, exactly one case will hold. The left-hand side of 

equation (15) is positive at ^� = 0, negative at ^� = ��/0, 

and strictly decreases in ^� . Therefore, there is a unique 

solution ^�∗, which is differentiable by the implicit function 

theorem.  

In our further analysis, we will need the derivative of the 

share function. By differentiating equation (15) with respect 

to 0 and considering ^� = \�(0), we obtain  

− �0I (1 − ^�) − �0 \�� − ?�"���\�� − ?�"���^� = 0, 
which implies that  
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\��(0) = − ($#`�)O3a�b�cc`�4H(O3a�b�cc4)4 < 0.         (16) 

The inequality comes from assumptions A.1 and A.2. So, \�(0)  is continuous with both constant and strictly 

decreasing segments. Finally, equation (12) can be also 

rewritten as  ∑ \�7�;$ (0) − 1 = 0,             (17) 

where the left-hand side is nonincreasing. Assume that 

equation (17) can have two different solutions, where 0d ′ > 0d . 
Then, 0d ′ > 0 and at least two players must be active in the 

equilibrium. In this case, \�(0d ) > \�(0d ′), and for all e ≠ �, \6(0d ) ≥ \6(0d ′) in accordance with equation (16). Then,  

g\�7
�;$ (0d ) > g\�7

�;$ (0d �), 
which is an obvious contradiction. Therefore, the equilibrium 

value of 0  is unique. Given an equilibrium 0d , the 

corresponding unique strategy profile (!̄$, ⋯ , !̄7) is found 

by multiplying 0d  by each player’s share evaluated at 0d : !̄� = 0d\�(0d ). Hence we proved the following result:  

Theorem 1. Under assumptions A.1 and A.2, a unique pure 

Nash equilibrium exists in asymmetric contests with 

interdependent preferences.  

4. Conclusions 

This paper provides a proof of the existence of a unique 

equilibrium in asymmetric contests with interdependent 

preferences. The techniques and results developed in this 

paper offer computational methods to find the equilibria [see 

Eqs. (14) and (17)] and can be applied to many areas, such as 

labor tournaments, delegation games, sporting contests, and 

cooperative productions.  

In future research, we will examine the effect of 

preferences that are not purely self-interested (altruism or 

envy) upon equilibrium efforts and the net payoffs in �-player contests. Unfortunately, contests generally feature 

neither strategic substitutes nor strategic complements ([12])
9
. 

Therefore, the results in [11] or any of the well-known results 

on games with strategic complementarities do not apply ([34]; 

[24]). However, more recently, [1] provides comparative 

static results for the so-called nice aggregative games, where 

payoff functions are continuous and concave in terms of 

players’ own strategies. The results of [1] may be applied to 

the model studied here. 
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